GOVERNMENT OF INDIA, MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS, RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD AHMEDABAD
Opp. GCS Hospital, Near DRM Office, Ahmedabad – 382 345.
Website.www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in, Contact us (Phone): 079-22940858, Fax: 079-22940858

CEN 01/2018 (Assistant Loco Pilot and Technicians)
List of Candidates shortlisted for Document Verification & Medical Examination against Shortfall
in the notified/revised vacancies
1. Candidates bearing the Roll Numbers listed hereinunder have been provisionally shortlisted
for the Document Verification (DV) based on their score in 2nd stage CBT, Aptitude Test (for
ALP) and the priority for various posts furnished by them in the online application.
2. For allocation of ALP posts, total of 70% of 2nd stage CBT Part A score & 30% of Aptitude Test
T-Score are considered and for Technician posts only 2nd stage CBT Part A score is considered
subject to securing the qualifying mark of 35% in Part B.
3. Document Verification (DV) will be held at the premises indicated in the e-call letter for DV.
After scheduling the candidates for DV, they will be sent an email and SMS to download e
call letter over and above publishing the DV Schedule on RRBs websites. E-Call letter with
details of date, time and session (FN/AN) along with the instructions for Document
verification and Medical Examination can be downloaded from the websites of RRBs.
4. Candidates may note that after completion of DV, they will be sent for Medical
Examination at the nominated Railway hospitals located in the jurisdiction of RRBs on the
next day of DV. Accordingly, Candidates have to come prepared for DV and Medical
examination.
5. The shortlisted candidates for DV should produce all the original documents along with two
sets of Xerox copies in A4 size as detailed in the CEN and e-call letter.
6. Candidature of all the shortlisted candidates for Document verification is purely provisional
and is liable to be cancelled, at any stage of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any
inconsistency/deficiency in the data furnished by them in their online application or any
malpractice on the part of candidates coming to the notice of RRB at any stage of the
recruitment process. It may be noted that merely calling a candidate for Document
Verification does not entitle him/her in any way to an appointment in the Railways.
7. While every care has been taken in preparing the list of candidates shortlisted for Document
Verification, RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical/printing
mistakes. RRB regrets inability to entertain any correspondence from unsuccessful
candidates.
8. Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of
getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB
exams is fully computerised and the selection is based purely on the merit of candidates.
9. Candidates are advised to regularly visit RRB’s official website for the updates.

10. The Roll Numbers of the provisionally shortlisted candidates for Document Verification are
arranged horizontally in ascending order and not in order of merit.
121011020230016
221009080390114
221014080390023
221026080040068
441009080430012

221003080380144
221010078730009
221014080390105
221028081410136
441018004510059

221003080390172
221011081410170
221017081330134
221028081410188

221005081330073
221014080020106
221024080010091
301004007400011

221009080050224
221014080050230
221025080040219
391021084500230

End of List (Total No of Candidates Shortlisted for DV 22)
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